Prestonwood
Today’s view of traditional design draws inspiration from classic lines, but is intentional about taking a more casual approach to the styling and finish. The result is an elegant, sophisticated look that is both comfortable and inviting.

Designs in Prestonwood are crafted from Mahogany in a rich Windsor finish that is gently aged and then hand rubbed to a soft waxy luster, creating the patina of a fine antique. Tops are hand hewn for authenticity.

In keeping with British styling, design details include elegant turned posts, intricate hand carvings, inverted breakfront profiles, raised panel moldings, pediment tops, decorative metal accents and exquisite custom hardware for a look that reflects a modern view of casual elegance.

The refined styling of the Callington writing desk is highlighted by acanthus leaf carvings connecting serpentine legs, a hand-carved stretcher, and an elegant three-section writing surface in a custom tortoise shell finish.
The Amesbury executive desk offers ample storage and a working surface with a three-section leather top with Greek Key border.

The flanking doors on the Regent Street deck feature antique glass, offering the opportunity to showcase decorative accessories while giving the appearance of a fine antique.
248WN-400
AMESBURY EXECUTIVE DESK
72.75W x 38.75D x 30.5H in.

552-880
CAPE VERDE UPHOLSTERED SIDE CHAIR
20.25W x 27.5D x 41.5H in.

248WN-440
REGENT STREET DECK
75W x 18.25D x 55H in.

248WN-430
REGENT STREET CREDENZA
72.75W x 25.5D x 30.5H in.
The St. Ives writing desk is as stylish as it is functional, featuring a three section leather top with Greek Key border and a graceful curved stretcher design on the base, connecting hand-carved tapered legs.

The two-drawer Southall file chest is accented with pierced corner brackets finished in antique brass. The locking mechanism for the file drawers is located on the upper right end panel for easy access.
248WN-440
REGENT STREET DECK
75W x 18.25D x 55H in.

248WN-430
REGENT STREET CREDENZA
72.75W x 25.3D x 30.5H in.

552-880
CAPE VERDE
UPHOLSTERED SIDE CHAIR
20.25W x 27.5D x 41.5H in.
In order to accommodate monitors of any size, Prestonwood offers two different media consoles. The Ashbourne is 61” wide and the Yorkshire is 74” wide. Both offer generous media storage, wire management, and the ability to accommodate the Sligh StrongArm support system. The Ashbourne features an open center section while the Yorkshire encloses media components behind antique glass doors.
The Sligh StrongArm® TV mount

StrongArm® 9000-1-BL sitting on a bulky base unit. The entertainment console rather than the wall behind the console.

and incorporates wire management to accommodate any viewing angle.

veneers with hand-hewn tops and moderate distressing.

The Windsor finish is a hand-hewn, moderate distressing. The Windsor finish is a hand-hewn, moderate distressing.

Prestonwood is crafted from Mahogany solids and veneers with hand-bewn tops and deep rustic brown accented by custom hardware in an aged brass finish.

Prestonwood is crafted from Mahogany solids and veneers with hand-bewn tops and deep rustic brown accented by custom hardware in an aged brass finish.

Not all finishes or hardware are available on all items. Please check with your local retailer for availability.

Hinged drawer will accommodate legal/letter size files.

Center section: Drop-front keyboard drawer with ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic palm rest; ergonomic pal
To purchase a Sligh Prestonwood catalog or locate a dealer in your area, visit sligh.com, or call 336-474-5300 ext 2.